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Abstract. Ontology design is a difficult task for which there is no agreed upon
methodology. Texts of the domain can provide the words and terms of the domain, and support the abstraction of concepts and relationships which constitute the skeleton of the ontology. An environment to help the ontology designer
has been built. Its main components are a term extractor, a concordancer and an
ontology editor specially designed for multilingual treatment.

1 Introduction
Ontology design has become an important issue in knowledge management. However,
here is not yet an agreed upon methodology to build an ontology [6][7][8][9]. It is
most often the result of an expert’s work or that of a group of experts, and it is recognized a difficult and time-consuming task.
The identification of the concepts of the domain is at the heart of ontology design.
A concept is defined by its name, its definition and its relationships with other concepts. According to the intended usage of the ontology, it may also be necessary to develop the terminology associated with a concept. For example, if the ontology is designed for Information Retrieval or Semantic Annotation, it is important that it provides all the terms which refer to the concepts in texts or in users’ queries.
Even if the intended usage of the ontology is not directly related to texts, the texts
of the domain can be a valuable source of information and data to help building the
ontology. It is a long time since the French TIA community (Terminologie et Intelli
gence Artificielle) has noticed the similarities between ontologies and terminologies
and promotes an approach based on text analysis to build an ontology [1]. We have
taken the same approach for two project described in Section 2. In order to build or
enrich ontologies using text corpora we have designed a specific environment, named
GNOMIC. The components of this environment are detailed in Section 3.

1 Context
During the now completed European project INFACE we worked on the enrichment
of an ontology of breast cancer for health professionals using text corpora [12]. This
work is currently being complemented by the building of an ontology of breast cancer
for patients, using the same methodology. For each of these ontologies of breast cancer we have built a corpus of around 500 texts. This corpus mainly contains scientific
texts for the former and web pages for the latter. For these two projects we have been
using tools to assist the ontology engineer in his/her design task: a term extractor to
isolate terms (repeated groups of consecutive words) and identify terms which are not
in the ontology, a concordancer to visualise terms in their context and an ontology editor which supports editing multilingual vocabulary.
In the context of the European project NOESIS (www.noesis-eu.org) we have again
been confronted to the task of building an ontology with a rich vocabulary as its purpose is to support concept-based information retrieval and semantic annotation of
texts. As the domain is that of cardio-vascular diseases, we decided to start from an
existing medical classification, the MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) thesaurus,
which is currently used to index biomedical literature (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/).
We have used a bilingual version of the MeSH which was provided by the French institute INSERM.
After putting the 690 concepts of the cardio-vascular subset into an OWL format
we have proceeded to a first enrichment phase with terms from the UMLS (Unified
Medical Language System) metathesaurus (http://umlsks.nlm.nih.gov) for these concepts.
<owl:Class rdf:ID='M0001551'>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang='en'>Aortic Rupture</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang='en'>Aortic Ruptures</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang='en'>Rupture Aortic</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang='en'>Ruptures Aortic</skos:altLabel>
…
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang='fr'>Rupture de l'aorte</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang='fr'>Rupture aortique</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang='fr'>Rupture aorte</skos:altLabel>
<rdfs:comment>do not coord with rupture spontaneous unless
par
ticularly discussed and then only nim </rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:isDefinedBy>Tearing of aortic tissue. It may be rupture of an
aneurysm or it may be due to trauma. </rdfs:isDefinedBy>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource='#M0026605'/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource='#M0001545'/>
</owl:Class>

Figure 1. Example concept extracted from the MeSH and the UMLS.

The initial vocabulary provided by the MeSH for the cardio-vascular subset of 690
concepts was 2070 English terms and 966 French terms. The first enrichment phase
through UMLS increased the English vocabulary by 10000 new terms (of which 2500
are true synonyms while the others are lexical variants) and 13000 terms for other languages (French, Italian, Spanish and German); the Greek vocabulary, absent from

UMLS, was provided by a Greek version of the MeSH and was limited to 690 terms
(one term per concept).
In the next phase of the enrichment process we will proceed from texts. For this
purpose a corpus of around 500 scientific texts of the CV domain has been constituted
from www.infobiomed.org. As this enrichment process has to be performed by doctors
which are neither IT nor ontology specialists, we have built an environment to help
them select terms and add them to the ontology.

2 The GNOMIC Environment
GNOMIC (Grenoble Noesis Ontology Management Integrating Corpora) has been designed to help ontology engineering from texts in different languages. Its input data
are a corpus of texts of the domain and an ontology (which may be empty in the case
of initial design). GNOMIC aims at providing a friendly environment to the user who
is neither an IT nor an ontology specialist in order to help him/her build or enrich an
ontology. The methodology which has guided its design consists in extracting the
terms from the texts in the corpus, identifying those absent in the ontology, enabling
the designer to visualize them in their context (concordancer) and editing the ontology. Ontology edition means adding, removing or modifying concepts, relationships,
vocabulary and definitions. We now present the main components of the GNOMIC
environment.
2.1 Term Extractor
Candidate terms are extracted using the method described by [3] based on repeated
segments. When terms have been extracted, they are displayed as a list (see Fig. 2,
bottom) so that the user may validate the terms he wants to keep for further association with a concept, and reject those terms he considers not relevant for the domain
under consideration.
Terms are either simple (unique words) or complex (sequence of words). Relevant
word sequences are extracted using a list of word sequence delimiters (like determiners and prepositions). These delimiters cannot be found either at the beginning or at
the end of a term. Moreover, terms cannot contain conjunctions like and. Further filtering is done to eliminate terms included in a larger term which occurs in the corpus
with the same frequency or nearly the same frequency. Despite automatic filtering, the
resulting list is still rather noisy. It is therefore necessary to manually select relevant
terms. Some terms may be eliminated straightforwardly, others need to be checked. In
order to help users perform this task, GNOMIC integrates a concordancer.
2.2 Concordancer
Concordancers have proved useful for lexicography and lexical semantic studies. Both
share the same aim with knowledge resources building: unravelling meaning. Indeed,

they reveal uses of language by displaying words in the midst of their linguistic context and this applies even to rare and seldom used words. Contextual collocates
provide observable evidence of word meaning.
The concordancer lists all the occurrences in the corpus of the term under study
(Fig. 2 shows occurrences of the term relative risk). These occurrences may be sorted
using words found in the near context of the search term as a sort criterion. Concordances are especially useful to check the meaning of a term.

Figure 2: List of extracted terms and concordancer User Interface

During the work on the ontology of Breast cancer for professionals, we were confronted to the term « cancer of Canada » which had been extracted from the texts under consideration. In order to decide whether this was a term relevant to the domain of
cancer, we used the concordancer, which displayed the various uses of this term. It
was immediately shown that this term appeared only in the expression « Institute of
cancer of Canada ». Therefore the term « cancer of Canada » was part of the noise
produced by the term extractor and was straightforwardly eliminated.

2.3 Terminology Server
When a term has been validated, it has to be associated with the concept it represents.
The terminology server automatically looks for links between a given term and the
concepts of the ontology. It calculates a similarity function, using the Levenhstein Distance, between the stemmed term and those associated with the concepts. The result is
a ranked list of concepts, as shown in Fig. 3 for the term heart block. The result levels
depend on the search strategy used to retrieve the concept represented by a term.
These strategies are detailed in Table 1.

Figure 3: Results of Terminology Server for the query “heart block”

Examples in Tab. 1 are given for the query term "heart block". The level 1 result is
the concept whose preferred term is "Heart Block", which matches perfectly the query
term. However, if no perfect match is found among the alternative terms representing
a concept, similar terms, whose Levenshtein Distance with the query term is lower
than a given threshold, are considered as accurate results. By using the Levenshtein
Distance it is possible to match lexical variations of the query term like for instance
"heart blocks".

Table 1. Search strategies used by the terminological server to relate a term to a concept.

Level 1

Query
Term
heart block

Level 2

heart block

Level 3

heart block

Result
Heart Block
Heart Valves
Myocardium
Heart Ventricles
Heart Atria
Bundle-Branch Block
Sinoatrial Block
Coronary Disease
Angina Pectoris
Electric Countershock
Myocardial Revascularization
Heart Rate
Heart Septal Defects, Atrial
Angina, Unstable
Heart Auscultation
Adrenergic alpha-Antagonists
Heart Septal Defects
Heart Valve Prosthesis Implantation
Cardiomegaly
Calcium Channel Agonists
Myocardial Contraction
...

Search strategy
Identity or
strong similarity
Inclusion of all the
words of the queried
term in one of the alternative terms of the concept
Inclusion of at least one
word of queried term in
one of the alternative
terms of the concept

Level 2 results list the preferred terms for concepts which have at least one representing term encompassing all of the words in the query term. For instance, one of the
representing terms for the concept "Bundle-Branch Block" is "Heart block bundle
branch". "Heart block bundle branch" contains both the words "heart" and "block"
which form the query term "heart block". It is therefore listed in the match proposals
for level 2.
Level 3 results list the preferred terms for concepts which have at least one representing term containing one of the words in the query term. For instance, the terms
"heart block" and "Heart Rate" share the word "heart". "Heart Rate" is therefore listed
as level 3 result.
2.4 Ontology editor
We have developed our own ontology editor because the available ones, including the
most popular, Protégé, did not provide some features we considered important:

• Ontology model: relationships between concepts should be treated symmetrically,
while in standard editors a relation is considered as an attribute of a class representing the concept, thus losing the natural symmetry between the two concepts of the
relation. We considered this feature essential as we use an ontological model for
database conceptual modeling and we have found that using an “object” representation of an ontology during this phase of the modeling process (as is done in UML)
induced untimely representation choices which might later prove to be erroneous.
• Multilingualism: as an ontology is meant to represent a consensus of a community
on some domain and is to be used as a communication means, the vocabulary associated with the concepts plays an essential role, which is not always considered.
When different languages are considered and a variety of synonyms for a concept,
we need a preferred term in each language, a feature which is not supported by Protégé. To do so we used the SKOS library, which can be embedded in OWL [13].
• Ergonomy: as this environment is to be used by non-IT specialists, the user interface has to be strictly adapted to their needs. Again, Protégé proved to be too complex for this category of users. A hyperbolic presentation completes the classical
tree-like presentation and makes possible the visualization of concepts and relations
(one can select the relations to represent) to a depth which can be parametrized.

Figure 4: Ontology graphical visualizations with representative terms
for the concept Heart Diseases

Fig. 4 shows the ontology of the Cardio-Vascular domain in tree form (upper left),
the vocabulary associated with the Heart Diseases concept (bottom left) and the hyperbolic presentation of the concept with its immediate environment (right). The list
of candidate terms and the terminology server (see Fig 4) are hidden.

2.5 Technical characteristics
The GNOMIC environment has been developed in Java. The ontology is represented
in OWL and managed through the JENA API (http://jena.sourceforge.net). Jena [2] is
a set of tools (API) developed within the framework of the HP Labs Semantic Web
Program project, making possible to manipulate ontologies and to apply inference
mechanisms. Jena provides integrated implementations of the W3C Semantic Web
Recommendations, centred on RDF graph. It includes support for RDFS and OWL,
including advanced OWL Full support.
We have used the HyperGraph Java source code (http://hypergraph.sourceforge.net)
to visualise the ontology as a hyperbolic tree. We had to slightly modify the sources in
order to link the hyperbolic graphical objects with the Jena model objects. The ad
vantage of the hyperbolic view is that users can understand the ontology structure by
seeing the relational cross-links between the vertices ; however this needs to be sup
plemented by a tree view explorer when there are many children. We exploit the ad
vantages of both views in different circumstances by allowing them to complement
one another. Each view allows the user to change the current selection by clicking on
vertices or tree nodes.

3 Conclusions and perspectives
The project is still under development and will be used at the end of 2005 by NOE
SIS medical users to proceed to the enrichment of the ontology from a corpus of En
glish texts in the cardio-vascular domain. The set of English terms will then be trans
lated into the five other languages of the project (French, Italian, Spanish, German and
Greek). A corpus of French texts on cardio-vascular diseases will also be constituted
and the French terms tested against these texts so as to validate the translation process.
We do not take part in the debate about whether the vocabulary associated with a
concept is part of the ontology or not. In certain situations, such as concept-based in
formation retrieval, concepts need to be associated with terms in natural language, all
the more so when the indexing and the search must be language-independent.
Other ongoing work related to ontology building and enrichment concerns the dis
covery of semantic relationships based on morphological and distributional similari
ties.
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